
From: CHRISTINE ZARA DOUGLAS [mailto:magron24@outlook.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4 March 2015 9:38 AM
To: kerry@tasdogs.com
Subject: DOG BAITING
 
Dear Kerry & staff,
                                  We are a registered breeder of the G.S.D. Last Wednesday evening at Seven Mile 
Beach  one of our dogs we bred and his best mate were murdered by poisioning (  stricknen)….The 
devasted owners put 2 healthy dogs to bed and woke up 2 dead ones and if you are aware on what a
painful death these 2 family pets indured….The owners are broken human beings and have all been 
to the doctor…cannot function ..We as the breeder of this fine animal are also distraught…..
 
Its quite out there of this horrendous crime of dog baiting , stealing dogs, dog fighting, baiting dogs 
its happening in any suburb at anytime.. The person/persons are using  chalk to mark fences and 
letterboxes…taking the smaller dogs and poisioning the larger dogs.
 
With the owners of our puppy who was only 15 months old the prime of his life…..and for his best 
friend that he has only ever known in his short life was elderly but full of life because of his young 
mate..its cruel beyond words.   .The police made a report and we have all come together to start a 
site on facebook called TassieDogPatrol set up my the owners brother……We have started a reward 
which a bank account has been set up especially for this….all my buyers have come on board …and 
the support from others is amazing we need to get it out there and talked about this has been the 
problem in the past..people kept quiet we need the media exposure to bring these scum to 
justice…..I have been on the Heart 107.3 last Friday and it was played to air again Monday morning 
along with a Police officer talking about the weak laws…when the Reward is an adequate amount I 
will be announcing it on the radio it may even get to go onto WIN TV…..our story…
 
I believe it is all our interests to stop these scum and that's what they are to pray on innocent 
animals to rip families apart..has to stop..
is there anyway that TASDOGS could help? I did post a message on your inbox on facebook on your 
TasDogs community page……don't believe any one has looked yet…
 
thankyou for your time..attached is a photo of the broken owner with the his 2 dogs…..
 
Regards,
Christine Douglas…..( RonanLine)
 Sent from Windows Mail Christine Zara Douglas
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